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Poster presentations

[A.1] Atsushi Nishimura – Nagoya University
with Tetsuhiro Minamidani, Tomofumi Umemoto, Shinji Fujita, Mitsuhiro Matsuo, Yusuke Hattori, Mikito

Kohno, Mitsuyoshi Yamagishi, Yuya Tsuda, Mika Kuriki, Nario Kuno, Kazufumi Torii, Daichi Tsutsumi, Kazuki
Okawa, Hidetoshi Sano, Kengo Tachihara, Akio Ohama, and Yasuo Fukui

FOREST Unbiased Galactic plane Imaging survey with the Nobeyama 45 m telescope (FUGIN):
Filament properties and star formation in M17

We present the 12CO(J=1-0), 13CO(J=1-0), and C18O(J=1-0) maps of M17 molecular clouds obtained as part
of the FOREST Ultra-wide Galactic Plane Survey In Nobeyama (FUGIN). The observations cover the entire area
of M17 cloud N and M17 SW with an angular resolution of ∼15” which corresponds to ∼0.15 pc, and they can be
used to trace the formation and evolution of filamentary structure of molecular clouds in GMC scale. The N cloud
consists of a couple of twisted filaments, they are extended in parallel toward the HII region. The typicall width
of the filaments is ∼0.4 pc in 13CO intensity map. They are twisted with an interval of ∼5 pc, and an amplitude of
∼2 pc. Some filaments have a bright rim structure in 8?m at the filament edge facing the HII region. Therefore, the
filaments might be formed by the feedback of the HII region. The mass distribution have a gradient depending on
the distance of M17 HII region. Most of the filaments have points where the line mass exceed the critical value of
16 M� pc-1. This indicates that the high- density cores can be formed on the most of the filaments in the N cloud.
In addition, YSOs distribution from MYStIX infrared excess source catalog shows that the most of YSOs are on
the filaments in the N cloud. Hence the filamentally structure plays an important role to form stars in N cloud.
However, the fact that most of the OB stars are located away from filaments suggests that the N cloud filaments
could not trigger the formation of the M17 cluster including OB stars. We found high-velocity clumps (Vlsr∼23
km sec-1) which are associated with OB stars. The distribution of high-velocity clumps is anticorrelated with N
cloud and SW cloud. The N cloud filaments (Vlsr∼20 km sec-1) are corresponding to IRDCs identified by Spitzer,
while the high-velocity clumps have no IRDC counterpart. Therefore, N cloud filaments are located near side of
the HII region and the high-velocity clumps are located far side of the HII region. One possibility which satisfy
the results is that the high-velocity clumps collided to M17 main clouds from near side and this event triggered to
form the M17 cluster.

[A.2] Erica Fogerty – Los Alamos National Laboratory

Reorienting MHD colliding flows: a shock physics mechanism for generating filaments normal to mag-
netic fields

We present numerical simulations of reorienting oblique shocks that form in the collision layer between mag-
netized colliding flows. Reorientation aligns post-shock filaments normal to the background magnetic field. We
find that reorientation begins with pressure gradients between the collision region and the ambient medium. This
drives a lateral expansion of post-shock gas, which reorients the growing filament from the outside-in (I.e. from
the flow/ambient boundary, towards the colliding flows axis). The final structures of our simulations resemble po-
larization observations of filaments in Taurus and Serpens South, as well as the integral-shaped filament in Orion
A. Given the ubiquity of colliding flows in the interstellar medium, shock reorientation may be relevant to the
formation of filaments normal to magnetic fields.

[A.3] Shahram Abbassi – School of Science, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Iran
with Mohammad Hosseinirad

Gravitational instability of filamentary molecular clouds, including ambipolar diffusion; Non-
isothermal filament

The gravitational instability of a filamentary molecular cloud in non-ideal MHD is investigated. The effect
of ambipolar diffusion have been added to the filament which is threaded by an initial uniform axial magnetic
field along its axis. The recent observations of the filamentary molecular clouds which clearly show that their
properties deviate from the isothermal equation of state. Theoretical investigations proposed that the logatropic
and the polytropic equations of state with negative indexes can provide a better description for these filamentary
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structures. We tried to develop out solution to compare the effects of these softer non-isothermal equation of
states with their isothermal counterpart on the global gravitational instability of a filamentary molecular cloud. By
incorporating the ambipolar diffusion, we use the non-ideal magnetohydrodynamics framework for a filament that
is threaded by a uniform axial magnetic field. We perturb the fluid and obtain the dispersion relation both for the
logatropic and polytropic equations of state by taking the effects of magnetic field and ambipolar diffusion into
account. Our results suggest that, in absence of the magnetic field, a softer equation of state makes the system
more prone to gravitational instability. We also observed that a moderate magnetic field is able to enhance the
stability of the filament in a way that is sensitive to the equation of state in general. However, when the magnetic
field is strong, this effect is suppressed and all the equations of state have almost the same stability properties.
Moreover, we find that for all the considered equations of state, the ambipolar diffusion has destabilizing effects
on the filament.

[A.4] Shinyoung Kim – Korea Astronomy and Space science Institute
Chang Won Lee, Philip C. Myers, Paola Caselli, Mi-Ryang Kim, Eun Jung Chung

Dense Core Formation in Filamentary Clouds
Understanding how the filamentary structure affects the formation of the prestellar cores and stars is a key is-

sue to challenge. We use the Heterodyne Array Receiver Program (HARP) of the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
(JCMT) to obtain molecular line mapping data for two pre-stellar cores in different environment, L1544 in fila-
mentary cloud and L694-2 in a small cloud isolated. Observing lines are 13CO and C18O (3-2) line to find possible
flow motions along the filament, 12CO (3-2) to search for any radial accretion (or infalling motions) toward the
cores of gas material from their surrounding regions, and HCO+ (4-3) lines to find at which density and which
region in the core gases start to be in gravitational collapse. In the 1st moment maps of 13CO and C18O , velocity
gradient patterns implying the flow of material are found at the cores and its surrounding filamentary clouds. The
infall asymmetry patterns of HCO+ and 13CO line profiles are good enough to analyze the direction of the flow
motion towards the core. We will report more analysis results at the meeting.

[A.5] Torsten Stamer – Nagoya University
with Shu-ichiro Inutsuka

Radiation Hydrodynamics Simulations of Spherical Protostellar Collapse for Very Low Mass Objects
We perform radiation hydrodynamical simulations of protostellar collapse in spherical symmetry, with a spe-

cial focus on very low-mass objects, i.e. brown dwarfs and sub-brown dwarfs. These objects are likely formed in
a similar way as higher-mass stars, i.e. from the radial collapse and fragmentation of filaments. The inclusion of a
realistic equation of state that includes the effect of hydrogen dissociation allows for a modeling of the complete
process from the beginning of the collapse until the formation of the protostar. We solve the frequency-dependent
radiative transfer equation without any diffusion approximation, using realistic dust and gas opacities.

Our results show that the properties of the protostar are essentially independent of the initial conditions, which
had previously only been confirmed for higher mass ranges. For very low mass initial conditions, however, we find
that the first core phase of the collapse shows some significant differences in the time evolution, with the first core
lifetime increasing dramatically because of the reduced accretion rate from the surrounding envelope. We consider
the observational implications of this. We also investigate the opposite case of a collapse without any first core
phase, which may occur for very unstable initial conditions.

[B.1] Masato Kobayashi – Osaka University
with Tsuyoshi Inoue, Shu-ichiro Inutsuka

Physical properties of the multiphase interstellar medium
Proper sub-grid descriptions of phase transitions from warm neutral medium to cold neutral medium become

more important for simulating and understanding star formation consistently along with galaxy evolution, es-
pecially their variations across different environments within/between galaxies. To derive such description, we
perform a series of hydrodynamics simulations of colliding warm neutral medium flow with cooling/heating. We
observe the time evolution of the created shock-compressed layer while the flows continue over 10 Myr. The
layer initially expands almost adiabatically during one cooling-time (the first 1 Myr) and slows down to expand
almost isothermally due to cooling. During this isothermal phase, cold neutral medium occupies almost 80 percent
of the mass in the layer whereas warm neutral medium occupies more than 50 percent of the volume. Once the
total cooling-rate becomes larger than the total energy inflow rate, the layer collapses to form thin dense layer.
We derive an effective compressivity of the entire shock-compressed layer based on the density jump between
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post-/pre-shock regions and the layer expansion rate. Our results indicate that, to describe the multiphase medium
as one fluid in galactic-scale simulations, the effective compressivity has to be time-dependent according to the
history of compressional events due to supernovae expansions and/or galactic spiral arms.

[B.2] Hidetoshi Sano – Nagoya University
with Yumiko Yamane, Tsuyoshi Inoue, Shu-ichiro Inutsuka, Kengo Tachihara, Yasuo Fukui

Revealing Filamentary CO Structures toward the Gamma-ray Supernova Remnant RX J1713.7-3946
Supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946 is one of the promising candidates not only for the cosmic ray accelera-

tor but also for the shock-cloud interaction. Recently, we observed CO 1-0 line emission toward the northwest of
the SNR using Mopra and ALMA at high angular resolutions of 3”-36”, corresponding to the spatial resolutions
of 0.02-0.17 pc at the distance of the SNR (∼1 kpc). We spatially resolved CO filaments associated with the X-ray
filaments of the SNR. In the present poster, we would like to show the preliminary results of CO distribution and
its physical properties toward RX J1713.7-3946.

[B.3] Shane Fogerty – Los Alamos National Laboratory

Can Filament Geometry Predict Underlying Star Formation Potential?
We seek to understand whether the geometry of filaments is correlated with their ability to form stars, in

the sense of their underlying physical properties and conditions. To this end, we performed population statistics
on filaments formed within self-consistently generated molecular cloud simulations. Over 400 filaments were
identified within each cloud using the well established Disperse algorithm. Once identified, average radial energy
budgets were computed for filaments in a given population, and cross-correlated with various geometric properties
of the filaments: average length, aspect ratio, and widths. This initial study was performed using 2D projections
of the molecular clouds, but we are now working on extending these analyses to 3D data sets.

[B.4] Seamus Clarke – University of Cologne

FragMent: an open-source library for determining the presence of characteristic fragmentation length-
scales

FragMent is a new Python/C library that includes a range of fragmentation techniques, null hypothesis tests
and model selection approaches designed to characterize the fragmentation of filaments. It contains the: nearest
neighbour separation, minimum spanning tree edge length, Nth nearest neighbour separation, two-point correlation
function and Fourier power spectrum methods for studying filament fragmentation. FragMent also includes both a
Frequentist and a Bayesian model selection approach to help determine the number of fragmentation length-scales
needed to characterize the filament fragmentation. Using FragMent, I show that one may confidently detect the
presence of a single characteristic fragmentation length-scale with low number statistics, N < 10. However, if the
fragmentation is characterized by two fragmentation length-scales one typically needs at least 20 cores.

[B.5] Douglas Marshall – AIM - Universite Paris Diderot - CEA Saclay
I.A. Grenier, Q. Remy

A three dimensional view of local molecular clouds
We present a new 3D extinction mapping technique called MACHETE (MArkov CHain Extinction in Three

dimEnsions).
It uses an MCMC sampler to determine the most likely 3D line of sight extinction. In essence, it uses a

Bayesian approach to find the extinction that reddens a 3D stellar model to be in agreement with stellar observa-
tions (2MASS, Pan-Starrs and Gaia) in colour-magnitude space. It can easily integrate any prior information in
the search for the optimal solution.

It not only returns the extinction as a function of distance, but also provides an estimate of the sub-pixel
extinction dispersion, which has been linked to cloud dynamics via the sonic Mach number. We have run our code
on a number of local molecular clouds.
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[B.6] Yuji Ebisawa – The University of Tokyo
with Satoshi Yamamoto, Nami Sakai, Karl M. Menten

Exploring molecular-cloud formation in the Pipe Nebula with the OH 18 cm transition
The Pipe nebula is a nearby (∼145 pc) massive molecular cloud with a low star-forming activity. It shows

a characteristic filamentary structure from west (B59 region) to east (Bowl region) according to the 13CO (1-0)
and C18O (1-0) observations (Onishi et al. 1999). Another filament from north to south is seen in the integrated
intensity map of the 12CO (1-0) in the red-shifted velocities (6-10 km/s) (Onishi et al. 1999). These filaments
are overlapped in the bowl region, and collisions between them are considered to be important to understand the
formation of the cloud (Frau et al. 2015). In addition, the heating effect from the nearby B2 IV star, theta-Ophiuchi,
is also studied to understand the origin of the cloud (Gritschneder & Lin 2012) In order to examine these scenarios,
we study the temperature structure of the Pipe nebula from observations of the four hyperfine structure components
of the OH 18 cm transition (1.612, 1.665, 1.667 and 1.720 GHz) with the Green Bank Telescope. This transition
can be used as a good thermometer for molecular clouds, according to our recent study (Ebisawa et al. 2015). As a
result, we find no heating effect from the theta-Ophiuchi. On the other hand, the temperature is found to be higher
in the interface of the two filaments (∼110 K), which might result from a heating effect by the filament collisions.
This result demonstrates a unique power of the OH 18 cm transition in studies of molecular cloud formation.

[B.7] Mutsuko Inoguchi – Kyoto University
with Shin Mineshige, Takashi Hosokawa

The importance of FUV feedback: limiting star formation efficiency of molecular clouds
The star formation in molecular clouds is inefficient. The ionizing radiation from star clusters born in the clouds

has been considered as a primary agent to limit the star formation efficiency (SFE, e.g., Kim et al. 2016). The stellar
FUV radiation, which has been almost ignored in previous studies, may further prevent the star formation with
additional gas heating. The FUV radiation also changes the chemical structure of the clouds, because molecules
can be partially destroyed by such high energy photons. The aim of this work is to investigate potential effects of
the FUV radiation on limiting the SFE and shaping the chemical composition of the cloud remnants.

We have developed a one-dimensional semi-analytic model which calculates the evolution of both the thermal
and chemical structure of the photodissociation region (PDR) during the dynamical expansion of an HII region.
We investigate how FUV photons limit the SFE, supposing that the star formation is quenched in the PDR where
the gas is heated up above some critical temperatures (e.g., 100K). We also examine the chemical composition of
the remnant of molecular clouds when they are disrupted. We find that the SFE should be reduced by the FUV
radiation by about one order of magnitude, at most, than the case only with the stellar ionizing radiation. Most
of CO molecules are dissociated, while some H2 molecules survive in the cloud remnants. Therefore, plenty of
“CO-dark” molecular gas is actually remained at the end.

[B.8] Slawa Kabanovic – Physikalisches Institut, University of Cologne
with Ronan Higgins, Jürgen Stutzki, Nicola Schneider, Volker Ossenkopf-Okada, Cristian Guevara, Xander

Tielens

Optically thick [CII] emission from Orion A
The large molecular cloud Orion A was observed in the [CII] 158 µm line as part of a large mapping program

with the upGREAT heterodyne array instrument on board SOFIA (PI A. G. G. M. Tielens). Throughout the map
we find filament shaped peaks in the [CII] emission, which are located at the interfaces of HII regions and the
dense molecular gas. The bright [CII] emission is accompanied by a strong increase of the [13CII] emission
leading to significantly smaller [CII]/ [13CII] ratios compared to the natural abundance ratio expected for Orion
A. An especially strong [13CII] emission was detected from the bright rim located in NGC 1977. The NGC 1977
nebula comprises the southern part of the HII region S279 and the northern end of the Orion molecular cloud. The
[CII] and [13CII] emission is brightest where the HII region intersects the integral shaped filament of the dense
molecular gas of the OMC-2/3 region. We estimate the physical parameters of the ionized gas through a two layer
multicomponent fit of the radiative transfer equation. As a result we find that the regions in the Orion A complex
which are bright in the [CII] emission are optically thick with high column densities. The high background column
densities can be explained by a clumpy structure of the emitting gas. However, the origin of the cold foreground
gas raises some open questions.
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[B.9] Ray S. Furuya – Institute of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Tokushima University
with The JCMT BISTRO Survey Team

The JCMT BISTRO Survey: A First Look at 850 and 450 micron Data as of 2018
We present the a first look of all the data taken with the B-fields In STar-forming Region Observations

(BISTRO) survey using the POL-2 polarimeter POL-2 in front of the Sub-millimeter Common-User Bolometer
Array 2 (SCUBA-2) camera on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) obtained as of 2018 summer. We
present the survey’s objectives and the results from the 850-micron linear polarization images of thermal emission
from dusts, as well as the 450 micron ones. Typical sensitivity of the POL-2 maps is almost one order of magnitude
higher than the previous images, allowing us to detect weakly polarized emission, in the periphery of molecular
clouds. Clearly BISTRO data stand unique in the sense that they connect spatial scales that can be imaged with
the Planck satellite and ALMA. In the poster, statistical properties of the data, e.g., correlations between Stokes
I intensity vs. polarized intensity, towards more than 12 star forming regions will be presented along with future
analysis plans.

[C.1] Chang Won Lee – Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute
with E. J. Chung, S. Kim (KASI), P. C. Myers (CfA), P. Caselli (MPI), M. Tafalla (OAN), G. Kim (KASI), M.

Kim (CBNU), A. Soam (KASI), M. Gophinathan (ARIES), T. Liu (KASI), K. Kim (KNUE), W. Kwon, and J. Kim
(KASI)

On TRAO Survery Project of Nearby Filamentary Molecular Clouds: FUNS (Filament, the Universal
Nersery of Stars)

How filaments, dense cores, and stars form under different environments is one of the essential questions to
address in star formation. To attempt to answer this question we recently started a molecular line survey namely
“Filaments, the Universal Nursery of Stars (FUNS)” toward nearby filamentary clouds in Gould Belt using TRAO
14m single dish telescope equipped with a 16 multi-beam array in high (N2H+ 1-0, HCO+ 1-0, SO 32-21, and
NH2D v=1-0) and low (13CO 1-0, C18O 1-0) density tracers. The goals of this survey are to obtain the velocity
distribution of low dense filaments and their dense cores for the study of their origin of the formation, to under-
stand whether the dense cores form from any radial accretion or inward motions toward dense cores from their
surrounding filaments, and to study the chemical differentiation of the filaments and the dense cores. So far we
have almost completed mapping observation with four molecular lines (13CO 1-0, C18O 1-0, N2H+ 1-0, and
HCO+ 1-0) on the six regions of molecular clouds (L1251 of Cepheus, Perseus West, Polaris South, BISTRO
region of Serpens, California, and Orion B). The cube data for 3CO and C18O lines were obtained for a total of
6 targets over 7.1 deg2. N2H+ and HCO+ data were acquired over 2.2 deg2 of dense regions. All OTF data were
regridded to a cell size of 44 by 44 arc-seconds. The 13CO and C18O data show the RMS noise level of about
(0.1-0.2) K and N2H+ and HCO+ data show about (0.07-0.2) K at the velocity resolution of 0.06 km/s. Additional
observations will be made on some regions that have not reached the noise level for analysis. To identify filaments,
we are using and testing programs (DisPerSE, Dendrogram, FIVE) and visual inspection for 3D image of cube
data. A basic analysis of the physical and chemical properties of each filament is underway. In the poster we will
present all the basic images and the analysis progresses of the data.

[C.2] Hyunju Yoo – KASI

FUNS - Filaments, the Universal Nursery of Stars : Properties of filaments and dense cores in Orion B
It is believed that the stars form in the dense and cold regions of the molecular clouds in the interstellar medium.

According to recent observations, the interstellar cloud is composed of a network of the filamentary structures in
various scales and the dense cores are associated with the condensed part of the filaments. Although the importance
of the filaments in star-forming regions is emphasized from observations and numerical simulations in recent
decades, the role of filamentary structures on the formation of dense cores and/or stars and the formation process
of filaments themselves are still questionable. The main aim of the FUNS (Filaments, the Universal Nursery
of Stars, PI: Chang Won Lee) survey is to perform the systematic molecular line mapping observations toward
various star-forming regions to study the kinematic/chemical characteristics of filaments in star formation. Using
a new multi-beam receiver array (SEQUOIA) of TRAO 14 m telescope, the filaments in various environments
were observed in multiple molecular lines (N2H+ 1-0, HCO+ 1-0, SO 32-21, CS 2-1, 13CO 1-0, and C18O 1-0).
In this presentation, we will show the preliminary results about the properties of filaments and dense cores which
are traced with C18O and N2H+, respectively, in an active star-forming region (Orion B).
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[C.3] Tetsuo Hasegawa – National Astronomical Observatory of Japan with Kazuki Sato, Hiro Saito,
Tomofumi Umemoto, Nario Kuno, Masumichi Seta, and FUGIN Project Team

Where do massive stars form? — The FUGIN Hot Core Survey
We are conducting an unbiased survey of hot cores based on the CH3CN and HNCO lines included in the

spectral coverage of the FUGIN Galactic survey of 12CO, 13CO and C18O. We present the first results for L=10
– 20 deg, finding 25 hot cores. Many hot cores are embedded in regions of vigorous star forming activities, and
are under a strong influence of harsh feedbacks from preceding generation of massive stars. We characterize
the typical environment of massive star formation based on the morphology and kinematics of the surrounding
molecular clouds.

[C.4] Shun Saeki – Nagoya University
with Hiroaki Yamamoto, Kengo Tachihara, Katsuhiro Hayashi

Detail analysis of ISM and molecular clouds formation in Pegasus loop
Formation of molecular clouds is one of the most important astronomical issue that tells us initial condition of

star formation. It has been known that the formation time-scale of H2 molecule is in the order 10 Myr. However,
three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulation (Inoue & Inutsuka 2012) have showed that converging HI
flow makes compressed dense cold neutral medium (CNM with T<100 K) where molecular formation is expected
to be accelerated. The CNM HI cloud has highly filamentary and clumpy morphologies that is assumed to be
the sites of molecular cloud formation. Pegasus loop is a far-infrared looplike structure whose angular extent is
∼ 20 × 20 around (l,b)=(109,-49). From large-scale CO observations toward this loop, Yamamoto et al. 2006
discovered 78 small clumpy CO clouds whose masses are 0.04-11 Msun. This suggests that molecular clouds
in Pegasus loop are young and in the early formation phase. HI velocity structure shows that the Pegasus loop
is on the wall of expanding HI shell. Hence Pegasus loop is the best target to study molecular formation in the
compressed HI gas. In order to better estimate the total amount of hydrogen gas compensating the optical depth
effect, we analyze the Planck/IRAS dust emission data (optical depth at 353 GHz and dust temperature Td) and
compare with the HI and CO distributions and intensities. We reveal that molecular fraction (H2 mass/HI mass)
is 0.014, which is very small ratio compared to other active star forming regions (ex. 0.16 in the Perseus star
formation region), consistent with the picture of early evolutionary phase. The high-resolution HI data of GALFA
with the Arecibo telescope indicate that there are filamentary HI structures along the shell, where dense CNM
clumps and CO clouds are embedded.

[C.5] Bo Hu – Nanjing University
with Keping Qiu, Yue Cao, Junhao Liu, Yuwei Wang

DR21 south filament: a tail of massiveness and quiescence
South to the famous star-forming molecular cloud DR21 filament, we notice a prominent tail-like structure,

DR21 south filament (DR21SF), whose size is comparable to the main ridge (∼3.5 pc) but less massive (570
solar mass). The DR21SF is overall cold, with gas temperature ranging from 10 to 26 K, and supercritical under
a classic turbulence supporting scenario. However, the filament turns out to be star-forming inactive, with only
two possible star-forming sites discovered. We detect a coherent velocity gradient of 0.8 km/s/pc along the major
axis of DR21SF, and find that the intrinsic line width also decrease from north to south. We interpret such a gas
kinematics as arising from an accretion flow feeding the DR21 star-forming region. The mass accretion rate is
estimated to be 55 solar mass per million year.

[D.1] Hideaki Takemura – NAOJ / SOKENDAI
with Nakamura Fumitaka, Patricio Sanhueza, Ishii Shun(NAOJ), Shimajiri Yoshito(CEA), Hector Arce, Shuo

Kong(Yale), John Carpenter(JAO), Star formation legacy project

Dense core survey in Orion A
Stars are formed in the dense cores in molecular clouds. Therefore, it is important to clarify their distribution

and the physical properties to understand the process of star formation. We conducted large scale observations
towards the nearest giant molecular cloud, Orion A in 12CO (J=1-0), 13CO(J=1-0), and C18O(J=1-0). In this
study, we performed dense core survey by using C18O which traces dense regions. Applying Dendrogram to the
C18O fits cube, we identified around 1000 cores. We derived the mass and dynamical properties of the dense cores
and their mass function (CMF). We also investigated the effects of the cloud environments in the core properties,
by dividing the cores into two groups (cores inside vs. outside the main filament and north vs south).
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[D.2] Nadia M. Murillo – Leiden Observatory, Leiden University

Extended structure in the envelope of IRAS16293
IRAS16293 is a chemically rich, deeply embedded low-mass protobinary located in Ophiuchus (d∼137 pc).

The envelope of IRAS16293 is characterized by a complex structure of outflows and envelope material. Recently
delivered ALMA Band 3 observations have revealed extended structures traced by HNC, HC3N, HC5N and N2H+
in the envelope of IRAS16293 at scales of a few thousand AU. We find that the emission traces several compo-
nents of the system: the outflow driven by IRAS16293 A in the NW-SE direction, circumstellar material around
IRAS16293 A, and two filament-like structures. This poster focuses on the analysis of the filament-like structures.
One of the structures extends north to south (N-S), while the other extends west-ward starting at the N-S structure.
IRAS16293 A is located at the intersection of these structures. Aimming to comprehend how these structures
impact the formation of IRAS16293, we analyze the physics and chemistry of these structures. We propose that
the filament-like structures may be contributing to the chemical richness and luminosity of IRAS16293 A by
funneling material onto the protostar’s circumstellar region.

[D.3] Takayoshi Kusune – National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
with Fumitaka Nakamura, Koji Sugitani, Shuji Sato, Motohide Tamura, Jungmi Kwon, Kazuhito Dobashi,

Tomomi Shimoikura, Benjamin Wu

Magnetic field of the Serpens South cloud
We made near-infrared polarimetric observations toward Serpens South (e.g., Sugitani et al. 2011). We also

conducted mapping observations in 12CO/13CO/C18O/N2H+ with the Nobeyama 45-m telescope, and found that
this region contains three dense filaments that are roughly parallel to one another. Using the histogram of relative
orientation (Soler et al. 2013), the three filaments are found to be roughly perpendicular to the global magnetic
field. The morphology of the plane-of-sky (POS) magnetic field and molecular gas suggests that the magnetic field
plays an important role in the filament formation and evolution. Applying the Davis-Chandrasekhar-Fermi method
(Davis 1951; Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953), the POS magnetic field strengths are estimated to be 30-140 µG,
which indicates that the filaments are close to magnetically critical. Since prestellar and protostellar cores already
formed along the filaments, the magnetic diffusion such as a ambipolar diffusion and turbulence reconnection
is likely to play an important role in the formation of dense cores. We speculate that the filaments are formed
by fragmentation of a sheet-like cloud that was created through the gravitational contraction of a magnetized,
turbulent cloud.

[D.4] Masafumi Matsumura – Faculty of Education, Kagawa University
Team BISTRO-Japan

Polarization structure observed in L1689 and L1712 regions with Planck
We investigate the polarization properties observed in L1689 and L1712, part of Oph star forming

region, with Planck. The observed polarization is found to makes a nearly closed curve in the Stokes
QU plane. We also study 12CO and 13CO and Gaia data, and discuss the structure of this region.

[D.5] Yasuo Doi – The University of Tokyo
with the BISTRO team

BISTRO observation of B-field and filament entanglement in NGC 1333
NGC 1333 is an active star-formation region with distinct filamentary structures in the Perseus molecular

cloud. We present the relationship between the filamentary structures and magnetic field that is measured by our
polarimetry observation by using JCMT SCUBA2/POL2. The overall magnetic field in the region is well aligned
with large-scale field observed by Planck, with some exception especially at around IRAS 4, which is nearly
perpendicular to the average magnetic field orientation. Filamentary structures can be identified as aligned along
or perpendicular to the average direction of the magnetic field, while we don’t find density difference between
the filaments with two orientations, as found as main filaments/striations relations identified in other regions. We
discuss the possible cause of this filaments orientation and their formation processes.
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[E.1] Valeska Valdivia – CEA/Saclay
with Anaelle Maury, Patrick Hennebelle, Robert Brauer, Maud Galametz

Polarized dust emission from the molecular cloud to the dense core scales
Magnetic fields play an important role at the different scales and evolutionary stages in the star formation pro-

cess. For this reason their study is highly relevant. In recent years mm and submm observations of dust polarized
emission have been used to unveil the morphology of the magnetic field from the large scales of the molecular
clouds to the smallest scales of the dense cores and proto-planetary disks, but this method relies on the assumption
that non spherical dust grains are well aligned with the magnetic field. Using high-resolution numerical magne-
tohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations with the RAMSES code, we simulate two key stages of the star formation
process. First, we simulated the formation and evolution of a turbulent and magnetized molecular cloud, where
we included the formation and evolution of H2. Secondly, using non-ideal MHD, we simulated the gravitational
collapse of a dense core, where we followed the evolution of the magnetic field. Using the state-of-the-art radiative
transfer code POLARIS we produced synthetic observations of both simulations and we compared them with the
perfectly integrated magnetic field.

[E.2] Ka Ho Yuen – University of Wisconsin-Madison
with Ka Wai Ho, A. Lazarian

Tracing the physical properties of filamentary structures in interstellar media using the Velocity
Gradient Technique

Magnetized turbulence is ubiquitous in interstellar media and the latter is often filamentary due to the inter-
actions between magnetic field and turbulence. The Velocity Gradient Technique (VGT) is capable of tracing the
direction of the local magnetic field in a vast context from diffuse turbulent interstellar media to dense cores. In
this poster, we show the correlation between the magnetic field and filamentary structures in diffuse and self-
gravitating regions through both numerical simulations and spectroscopic observations. We show that while the
diffuse filaments are aligned to the magnetic fields, the denser filaments exhibit different behavior compared to
the diffuse filaments.

[E.3] Qilao Gu – The Chinese University of Hong Kong
with Li Hua-bai

A comparison between magnetic field directions inferred from Planck and starlight polarimetry
We compare the magnetic field (B-field) orientations inferred from Planck 353 GHz thermal dust po- larization

and starlight polarimetry data and study the cloud-field alignment based on these two tracers within Gould Belt
clouds, which shows good agreement with each other. Furthermore, we analyze two fundamentally different but
confusing alignment studies: global cloud-field alignment which compares mean fields and global cloud orien-
tations (Li et al. (2013)) and local structure-field alignment which compare this relation pixel by pixel (Planck
Collaboration et al. (2016)), and find the connection between them.

[E.4] Chi Yan Law – The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Li Hua-bai, Leung, Po Kin

Bimodal linear mass and dense gas mass fraction in molecular clouds
The advance in both instrumentation and numerical simulation techniques in the past decade have unfolded

the importance of magnetic fields in regulating filamentary clouds formation, evolution, and physical properties
of star-forming processes in molecular clouds . By comparing cumulative linear mass profiles and the cumula-
tive probability density functions ( N-CDF) of 12 Gould Belt molecular clouds within 500pc, we study how the
linear mass distributions of molecular clouds vary with the angles between the molecular cloud long axes and
the directions of the local magnetic fields (cloud-field orientations). We find that molecular clouds with the long
axes perpendicular to the magnetic field orientations show more even distributions of the linear mass. The result
supports that magnetic field orientations can affect the initial fragmentation of molecular clouds.
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[E.5] Alessia Ritacco – Instituto de Radioastronoma Milimtrica (IRAM)
with NIKA2 collaboration

Unveiling magnetic fields structures in galactic regions: 260 GHz polarization observations with the
NIKA2 camera

Understanding star formation is a fundamental issue in modern astrophysics. Herschel satellite observations
demonstrated that interstellar filaments probably play a central role in the star formation process. Mapping the
linearly-polarized continuum emission of filaments in our galaxy is one of the purposes of the NIKA2 camera
polarization channel, which observes the sky at 260 GHz with a resolution of 11 arcsec from the IRAM 30m
telescope. NIKA2 is the new high resolution dual-band camera of the IRAM 30m telescope. Dual color imaging
is obtained thanks to the simultaneous readout of a 616 pixel array at 2 mm (150 GHz) and 2x1140 pixel arrays
at 1.15 mm (260 GHz). The two arrays at 1.15 mm combined to a continuously rotating half wave plate and a
polarizer will allow us to measure the linear polarization of the incoming light. While NIKA2 has been already
offered in total power to external proposals for the IRAM 30m telescope, the polarization channel is so far under
commissioning that is expected to end on next autumn. NIKA, the NIKA2 pathfinder, revealed the capability of this
technology to detect the polarization of galaxies as Cygnus-A and M87, weak quasars, supernova remnants as the
Crab nebula and star forming regions, e.g. the Orion Molecular Cloud OMC-1. In particular, the observation of the
polarization of the Crab nebula at 150 GHz allowed us to estimate the polarized spectral energy distribution (SED).
The estimated SED index suggests synchrotron emission from a single population of relativistic electrons as the
physical process responsible for the Crab polarized radiation. This contribution aims at presenting an overview
of the NIKA/NIKA2 instruments. The polarization maps obtained with NIKA show the capability of such an
instrument in precisely detecting the polarization of the sky. Early results obtained during the first polarization
commissioning campaign of NIKA2 will be also presented.

[F.1] Ram Kesh Yadav – National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand
with Kee-Tae Kim et al.

Star formation activities in a filamentary cloud associated with infrared bubbles
We use multiwavelength observations to identify Young stellar objects (YSOs) and to analyze the physical

conditions in a filamentary star forming complex N98 containing three mid-infrared (MIR). These bubbles appear
to be connected through a filamentary molecular cloud. Integrated intensity maps in several molecular lines re-
veal a number of molecular clumps distributed along the filament and associated with MIR bubbles. The spatial
distribution of the candidate YSOs shows that a significant number of them are distributed along the periphery of
the bubbles. In this presentation, we discuss the physical conditions and star formation activity in the filamentary
complex.

[F.2] Li Sun – Purple Mountain Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences
with Xuepeng Chen

MWISP CO(1-0) Observations toward M120.1+3.0 Molecular Cloud
We present a large-scale observations toward Cep OB4 region in the J = 1-0 transitions of 12CO, 13CO, and

18CO, using the Purple Mountain Observatory 13.7 m telescope. Based on the observations, we reveal a s-shaped
filamentary dark cloud M120.1+3.0 at a velocity range of -24 to -12 . Using GaussClumps algorithm, we find 27
18CO clumps in the filamentary cloud, and there are 18 clumps in gravitational binding. More than sixty percent
of these 18CO clumps with high-mass (M>20Msun), are likely to form massive stars, assuming a distance of 1.1
kpc. We present the distribution of filamentary structure, using DisPerSE Algorithm and we find a “hub-filament”
structure in the cloud. Based on the archived near-infrared data, we find 30 Class and 119 Class young stellar
object (YSO) candidates in this region and Class YSOs are almost concentrated in the hub position, which is
remarkably denser than surrounding gas. Along with the whole filament, 14 IRAS sources were found and 2 of
them were confirmed to be outflow sources. All of these results indicate that M120.1+3.0 molecular cloud is
undergoing intense star forming activity.

[F.3] Yue Cao – Nanjing University
with Keping Qiu

3D ppv structure of the DR21OH filament in Cygnus X
DR21OH is a remarkable filament in the Cygnus X cloud complex. Holding a mass of ∼10000 M�, it is thought

to form the most massive stars throughout Cygnus X. To investigate the ppv structure of DR21OH and its relation
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to high-mass star formation, we observed several emission lines of H13CO+, NH2+, and NH2D using CARMA.
We found 28 velocity coherent structures (VCSs) in the filament using the algorithm of Hacar et al. (2013). We
also found that the ppv structures show interesting wobbling patterns which coincide well with the locations of
massive dense cores in the filament.

[F.4] Kee-Tae Kim – KASI
with Toby Moore, Tetsuhiro Minamidani, Oscar Morata, Erik Rosolowski, Yang Su, David Eden, Sarah Ragan,

and the CHIMPS2 Team

CHIMPS2: Resolving Star Formation in the Galactic Plane
The CHIMPS2 survey is to extend the JCMT HARP 13CO/C18O J=3-2 Inner Milky-Way Plane Survey

(CHIMPS) and the 12CO J=3-2 survey (COHRS) into the inner Galactic Plane, the Central Molecular Zone
(CMZ) and a section of the Outer Plane. When combined with the complementary 12CO/13CO/C18O J=1-0 sur-
vey at the Nobeyama 45m (FUGIN) at matching 15? resolution and sensitivity, and other current CO surveys,
the results will provide a complete set of transition data with which to calculate accurate column densities, gas
temperatures and turbulent Mach numbers. These will be used to: analyze molecular cloud properties across a
range of Galactic environments; map the star-formation efficiency (SFE) and dense-gas mass fraction (DGMF) in
molecular gas as a function of position in the Galaxy and its relation to the nature of the turbulence within molec-
ular clouds; determine Galactic structure as traced by molecular gas and star formation; constrain cloud-formation
models; study the relationship of filaments to star formation; test current models of the gas kinematics and stability
in the Galactic center region and the flow of gas from the disc. It will also provide an invaluable legacy data set
for JCMT that will not be superseded for several decades. In this poster, we will present the current status of the
CHIMPS2 and discuss how to use the CHIMPS2 data for studies of filaments.

[F.5] Aya Higuchi – RIKEN
with Atsushi Nishimura, Tetsuo Hasegawa, Kazuya Saigo, Patricio Sanhueza, James Chibueze

ALMA reveals a hub of filamentary molecular clouds in Sgr B2(N)
We present the results of C18O(J=1?0) line observations of Sgr B2(N) made with ALMA at an angular resolu-

tion of ∼ 2′′. From our analysis, 10 filaments within the C18O emission are identified and that 50% of flux in the
16′′ beam of the Nobeyama 45-m telescope is reproduced. A hub of ∼ 10 filaments centered at the massive-star
forming hot core at K2. Filaments have the typical 0.1 pc diameter, but with relatively large line mass of ∼ 102
M�/pc. SE-NW filaments may be a result of interaction with the massive bipolar outflow. The other filaments may
have formed in a sheet with large velocity sheer at the cloud collision interface. The total filament mass (∼ 103
M�) is small compared with that of the core (> 104 M�). We will discuss the physical condition of high-mass star
formation in Sgr B2(N) based on the ALMA data.

[F.6] Kazufumi Torii – Nobeyama Radio Observatory
with Shinji Fujita, Atsushi Nishimura, Kazuki, Tokuda, Mikito Kohno, Kengo Tachihara, Shu-ichiro Inutsuka,

Mitsuhiro Matsuo, Mika Kuriki, Yuya Tsuda, Tetsuhiro Minamidani, Tomofumi Umemoto, Nario Kuno, Yusuke
Miyamoto

Nobeyama 45-m telescope FUGIN project: Dense gas mass fraction of molecular gas in the Galactic
plane

Recent observations of the nearby Galactic molecular clouds indicate that the dense gas in molecular clouds
have quasi-universal properties on star formation, and observational studies of extra galaxies have shown a
galactic-scale correlation between the star formation rate (SFR) and surface density of molecular gas. To reach a
comprehensive understanding of both properties, it is important to quantify the fractional mass of the dense gas in
molecular clouds fDG. In particular, for the Milky Way (MW), there are no previous studies resolving the fDG disk
over a scale of several kpc. In this study, the fDG was measured over 5kpc in the first quadrant of the MW, based
on the CO J=1-0 data in l = 10−50 deg obtained as part of the FOREST Unbiased Galactic Plane Imaging Survey
with the Nobeyama 45-m Telescope (FUGIN) project. The total molecular mass was measured using 12CO, and
the dense gas mass was estimated using C18O. The fractional masses including fDG in the region within ∼ 30% of
the distances to the tangential points of the Galactic rotation (e.g., the Galactic Bar, Far-3kpc Arm, Norma Arm,
Scutum Arm, Sagittarius Arm, and inter-arm regions) were measured. As a result, an averaged fDG of 2.9+2.1

−0.8%
was obtained for the entirety of the target region. This low value suggests that dense gas formation is the primary
factor of inefficient star formation in galaxies. It was also found that the fDG shows large variations depending on
the structures in the MW disk. The fDG in the Galactic arms were estimated to be ∼ 4 − 5%, while those in the
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bar and inter-arm regions were as small as ∼ 0.1− 0.4%. These results indicate that the formation/destruction pro-
cesses of the dense gas and their timescales are different for different regions in the MW, leading to the differences
in SFRs.

[F.7] Mikito Kohno – Nagoya University
with Kengo Tachihara, Shinji Fujita, Yusuke Hattori, Kazufumi Torii, Atsushi Nishimura, Misaki Hanaoka,

Satoshi Yoshiike, Rei Enokiya, Keisuke Hasegawa, Akio Ohama, Hidetoshi Sano, Hiroaki Yamamoto, Yasuo Fukui

CO observations toward the isolated mid-infrared bubble GAL 334.53+00.83 (S44): External triggering
of O-star formation by a cloud-cloud collision

We have performed a multi-wavelength study of the mid-infrared bubble GAL 334.53+00.83 (S44) to inves-
tigate the origin of isolated high-mass star(s) and the star- formation process around the bubble formed by the
HII region. In this paper, we report the results of new CO observations (12CO, 13CO J = 1-0, and 12CO J =
3-2) toward the isolated bubble GAL 334.53+00.83 using the NANTEN2, Mopra, and ASTE radio telescopes. We
found two velocity components in the direction of the bubble at -84 km s-1 and -79 km s-1. These two clouds are
likely to be physically associated with the bubble, because of both the enhanced 12CO J = 3-2/1-0 intensity ratio
from a ring-like structure affected by ultraviolet radiation from embedded high-mass star(s) and the morphologi-
cal correspondence between the 8µm emission and the CO distribution. Assuming a single object, we estimate the
spectral type of the embedded star inside the bubble to be O8.5-9 from the radio-continuum free-free emission.
We hypothesize that the two clouds collided with each other 3 Myr ago, triggering the formation of the isolated
high-mass star in GAL 334.53+00.83, as also occurred with RCW 120 and RCW 79. We argue that this scenario
can explain the origin of the isolated O-star inside the bubble.

[F.8] Nanda Kumar – Institute for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, Porto, Portugal with Sanchez-Monge,
Mark Krumholz, Riccardo Cesaroni, Eric Keto, Pedro Palmeirim, Maite Beltran, Luke Maud

O-star formation, ionized accretion flow and radiation feedback in a filament-hub system
G333.6-0.2 is the most luminous (106Lsun) clump in the Milky-way disk. ALMA observations of this region

display the formation of OB star near-equal-mass binary system in a dense hub at the centre of a rich network
of filaments. The hub is ionized by the newly formed O-stars, the bipolar radiation bubbles blown into the cob-
web of filaments have partially ionized the natal filaments, creating pillar like structures. One of the young OB
stars is accreting ionised gas within the hub, as evident by the spatially resolved inflow traced by the H29alpha
radio-recombination line mapping. Together, our ALMA and VLT-adaptive optics observations demonstrate the
spectacular act of high-mass star formation and the resulting feedback, in one of the densest filament-hub systems.

[F.9] Pedro Palmeirim – Institute for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, Porto, Portugal
with Nanda Kumar

The most Massive and Compact Protostellar sources (MaCPrOs) throughout the Galactic Plane
We revisit the issue of identifying high-mass-protostellar objects exploiting the Hi-GAL and ATLASGAL

surveys, especially by modeling and filling 150 saturated regions found in Herschel images. This has led us to
assemble a catalog of the most Massive and Compact Proto-stellar Sources (MaCPrOs) spread throughout the
Galactic Plane. MaCProS have typical sizes of ∼0.1 pc, surface densities ranging from 5-100 g cm−2 located
within a distance of <4kpc. They are ideal targets to study the initial stages of massive star-formation. Saturated
pixels were corrected by reconstructing the integral intensity profile shape, providing a more suitable representa-
tion of the source flux. The spectral energy distributions were refitted to derive the source properties. MaCPrOs
catalog supplies the community with several new high-mass protostellar candidates (not present in similar previous
catalogs) and their physical properties.

Fujita Shinji – Nagoya University

FUGIN: Molecular gas in a Spitzer bubble N4: possible evidence for a cloud?cloud collision as a trigger
of massive star formations

Herein, we present the 12CO (J=1-0) and 13CO (J=1-0) emission line observations via the FOREST Unbiased
Galactic plane Imaging survey with the Nobeyama 45-m telescope (FUGIN) toward a Spitzer bubble N4. We
observed clouds of three discrete velocities: 16, 19, and 25 km/s. Their masses were 0.1×104 Msun, 0.3×104 Msun,
and 1.4×104 Msun, respectively. The distribution of the 25-km/s cloud likely traces the ring-like structure observed
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at mid-infrared wavelength. The 16- and 19-km/s clouds have not been recognized in previous observations of
molecular lines. We could not find clear expanding motion of the molecular gas in N4. On the contrary, we found
a bridge feature and a complementary distribution, which are discussed as observational signatures of a cloud-
cloud collision, between the 16- and 25-km/s clouds. We proposed a possible scenario wherein the formation of
a massive star in N4 was triggered by a collision between the two clouds; however whereas the 19-km/s cloud is
possibly not a part of the interaction with N4. The time scale of collision is estimated to be 0.2-0.3 Myr, which is
comparable to the estimated dynamical age of the HII region of ∼0.4 Myr. In N4W, a star-forming clump located
west of N4, we observed molecular outflows from young stellar objects and the observational signature of a cloud-
cloud collision. Thus, we also proposed a possible scenario in which massive- or intermediate-mass star formation
was triggered via a cloud-cloud collision in N4W.

Mehrnoosh Tahani – University of Calgary
with René Plume, Jo-Anne Brown, Jouni Kainulainen

Helical Magnetic Fields in Filamentary Structures? A New Method to Determine the Line-of-Sight
Magnetic Field Structure in Molecular Clouds

We present a new method to find the line-of-sight strength and morphology of magnetic fields in star
forming regions using Faraday rotation measurements. In this method, we use rotation measure data from
the literature and adopt a simple approach, based on relative measurements, to estimate the amount of rota-
tion measure induced by the molecular clouds versus that from the rest of the Galaxy. We then use a chem-
ical evolution code, along with extinction maps of each cloud, to find the electron column density of the
molecular cloud at the position of each rotation measure data point. Combining the rotation measures pro-
duced by the molecular clouds and the electron column density, we calculate the line-of-sight magnetic field
strength and direction.We applied this method to four relatively nearby regions of Orion A, Orion B, Perseus,
and California. In the California cloud and Orion A, we found clear evidence that the magnetic fields at
one side of these filamentary structures were pointing towards us and were pointing away from us at the
other side. This behaviour is consistent with a helical magnetic field morphology. In the vicinity of available
Zeeman measurements in Orion A, Orion B, and Perseus, we found magnetic field values of −23 ± 38 µG,
−129 ± 28 µG, and 32 ± 101 µG, respectively, which are in agreement with the nearby Zeeman Measurements.
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